
SERIES  120 SPECIAL BED 
 

 
COD. 120661 ELECTRIC REANIMATION AND I.C.U- BED 
 
ESTERNAL FRAME 
Constructed from 50x40 mm. Rectangular section steel tube with plastic connections at four corners RAL 7022  dark 
grey colour for the bed ends, side rails and I.V. rod 
 
SECTIONS FRAME 
Constructed from oval section 40x20 mm. steel tube, articulated  four section  radio translucent platform allowing full 
length x-ray examination of the patient’s body . The sections are regulated by means of two electric motors  and  by 
ratchet for the four section 
 
SUPPORT FRAME 
Constructed from round section 32 mm. and square section 30x30 mm. Variable height means by two electric column. 
Four  antistatic castors 125 mm. (one fixe – one swivelling and two braked  at foot end) 
 
PAINTING  
RAL 1013 ivory epoxy powder (average cover 90 micron) by industrial robot 
 
ERGONOMIC REMOVABLE BED ENDS 
Frame in anodised aluminium silver, round section (30mm. diam.) connected to the special joints at the four corners of 
the external frame. Nylon components RAL 7022 dark grey with handle form. Bumpers (140mm. diam) colour: ivory RAL 
1013. Plastic laminated panels (10mm.), extractible, in the following colours: light blue, blue, yellow, green. 
 
Overall length and width including buffers  218 x 101cm.  
In-bed length and width 200 x 90 cm. 
Platform adjustable height 55/95 cm. 
Backrest section up 70° 
Leg section up 40° 
Two-way tilt 12° head-down 
   12 ° leg-down 
Safe working load (mattress included) 180 kg. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
COD. 120663 MANUAL AND ELECTRIC REANIMATION AND I.C.U- BED 
 
ESTERNAL FRAME 
Constructed from 50x40 mm. Rectangular section steel tube with plastic connections at four corners RAL 7022  dark 
grey colour for the bed ends, side rails and I.V. rod 
 
SECTIONS FRAME 
Constructed from oval section 40x20 mm. steel tube, articulated  four section  radio translucent platform allowing full 
length x-ray examination of the patient’s body . The sections are regulated by means of two cranks   and  by ratchet for 
the four section 
 
SUPPORT FRAME 
Constructed from round section 32 mm. and square section 30x30 mm. Variable height means by two electric column. 
Four  antistatic castors 125 mm. (one fixed – one swivelling and two braked  at foot end) 
 
PAINTING  
RAL 1013 ivory epoxy powder (average cover 90 micron) by industrial robot 
 
ERGONOMIC REMOVABLE BED ENDS 
Frame in anodised aluminium silver, round section (30mm. diam.) connected to the special joints at the four corners of 
the external frame. Nylon components RAL 7022 dark grey with handle form. Bumpers (140mm. diam) colour: ivory RAL 
1013. Plastic laminated panels (10mm.), extractible, in the following colours: light blue, blue, yellow, green. 
 
Overall length and width including buffers  218 x 101cm.  
In-bed length and width 200 x 90 cm. 
Platform adjustable height 55/95 cm. 
Backrest section up 70° 
Leg section up 40° 
Two-way tilt 12° head-down 
   12 ° leg-down 
Safe working load (mattress included) 180 kg. 
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